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 wav (WavPack) format WAV files and a USB stick for MIDI files, saving you time and hassle when you are on the move. The
Pa2X Pro features a range of new functions that take composers' creativity to a higher level. Use the new S-Start function to

sequencer starts and loops, and the Parameter Bank to manage a large bank of virtual instruments and automate live
performance with the included software. With the new Triggered Patterns that allow you to define patterns that you can use to

sequence patterns, you can even create your own patterns. There's a complete suite of software tools, including a real-time
sequencer, a full mixer, a piano roll editor, and many other options. Advanced software control As with all Korg keyboards, the
Pa2X Pro features a digital keybed with a high string density and'standard' player piano feel. The pad layout is ideal for hands-

on live performances and the keys are easily programmed and recalled with a new fast auto-learn feature. The keys are
responsive, and the superb tactile response means your hands stay in tune even when your fingers are tired. To top this off, there
are also dedicated key mappings for the Master Keyboard, which provides direct access to a bank of well-equipped, software-

controlled virtual instruments that include synths and samplers. There's also MIDI control for large keyboards, guitars, and other
instruments. Connectivity The Pa2X Pro has a USB port that allows you to plug in MIDI files on your computer or other USB

drive. For added flexibility, it has an SD card slot for additional MP3 files. For performance, it features a headphone output and
a 1/4" jack output that connects to a stereo system. There's also a mains power socket and a MIDI-in jack to connect other MIDI

instruments. 3D arrangement The Pa2X Pro is based on the RX series technology which allows you to load sample waveforms
into the device and play back your own creations. The Korg RX series feature an internal waveform memory, allowing for a

series of complex note sequences to be played simultaneously. This technology is perfect for playing complex chord changes in
the keys that are normally used to play single notes - all of the keys in the keyboard are controllable from these chords. This
means that the Pa2X Pro is ideal for arranging music - you can create full-fledged arrangements of entire songs, 82157476af
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